Kids’ Showcase
Sun, Jan 21 / 3 PM / Campbell Hall

Program

Danny MacAskill’s Wee Day Out
Train whistles, farm animals, rolling green hills, hay bales and the most audacious bike tricks you’ve ever seen. Just another wee day out with physics-defying bike phenom Danny MacAskill. (Stu Thomson, Scotland, 2016, 7 min.)

I Am Not a Mouse
It’s about a mom telling someone she is a mouse and then her turning into a mouse. That’s really all I understand about the movie, but I really liked it. – Cyrus, age 6 (Evgenia Golubeva, U.K., 2016, 2 min.)

The Pits
Love and companionship is what everybody is truly looking for in life, even avocados. The Pits follows two avocado halves as they roam the lonely city streets looking for love. This film e(pit)omizes what it means to find your other half. – Kitty, age 17 (Mike Hayhurst, USA, 2016, 6 min.)

Tatum Monod 2016
Tatum Monod is the embodiment of grace and steeze as she threads down pillowed slopes, steep spines and bold backcountry lines in this 2016 season edit. (Josh Berman, USA, 2016, 4 min.)

Johanna Under the Ice
Finnish free diver Johanna Norblad is the world record holder in the little-known sport of free diving under ice. British director Ian Derry captures one of Norblad’s dives in this chilling visual poem that’ll leave you wishing you were wearing an extra layer. (Ian Derry, Finland, 2016, 4 min.)

Hey Deer
Deer thinks he has all that he needs. And then he discovers himself, and everything changes. – Maia, age 13 (Örs Bárczy, Hungary, 2016, 6 min.)

Owl Dance-Off: Part II
Owl Dance-Off Part II is the much-anticipated follow-up to wildlife photographer Megan Lorenz’s award-winning internet sensation Owl Dance-Off. (Megan Lorenz, 2017, 2 min.)

- Wiggle Break -
A Small Escape
This is such a sweet movie that it makes me want to watch more movies! – Zoe, age 5 (David Sandell, Sweden, 2016, 3 min.)

Winter the Grommet
A young surfer helps kids get clean water. – Jake, age 12 (Stefan Hunt, USA, 2017, 5 min.)

Whitefish. Proven Here.
Ah, the intoxicating smells of RAW 6K, burning cable cams and earthy, high-alpine dust in the morning. Joey Schusler and Craig Grant bring us the latest installment of Yeti Cycle’s “Proven Here” series, following riders Shawn Neer and Jubal Davis around Whitefish, Montana's best singletrack. (Joey Schusler, USA, 2017, 5 min.)

Dawn to Dusk
Any film that can combine an ode to The Big Lebowski with some crazy fast longboarding is good by us. Far out, man. (Scott Hardesty, USA, 2017, 2 min.)

Lost in Light
This film is about how light pollution changes what you see. – Henry, age 13 (Sriram Murali, USA, 2016, 3 min.)

Ice Call – Sam Favret
At the Mer de Glace glacier on Mont-Blanc, freeskier Sam Favret gets abstract with a surreal landscape of frozen flumes, runnels, caves, features and walls, giving whole new meaning to the notion of skiing in “icy conditions.” (Antoine Frioux, France, 2016, 4 min.)

GoPro: Line of the Winter
What does it take to win GoPro’s Line of the Winter title? Bird calls, huge air, a dicey route through the woods, a little rock wall tap and an enormous level of stoke. (Leo Taillefer, France, 2016, 2 min.)

La Langosta
Most people would consider sending a 70-foot waterfall pretty epic. Not Rafa Ortiz, who decides to ditch the kayak for a pool toy. (Rush Sturges & Ben Marr, USA, 2017, 2 min.)

Media Sponsors: